Primary tumors of the heart and great vessels are extremely rare, with the estimated prevalence of 0.0017% to 0.3% (1). Malignant tumors represent only 15–25% of primary cardiac tumors (2,3). Because of this, most clinicians may experience only a few cases in their lifetime, resulting in the lack of core knowledge of the incidence, histological characteristics, clinical manifestations, pathogenesis and the effective treatment strategy of malignant cardiac tumors. Primary malignant cardiac tumors can present at any age with a peak incidence in the 4th and 5th decade of life (4). Female patients are slightly more frequently affected (3,4). Sarcomas are the most common primary malignant cardiac tumors, followed by lymphomas and other types of malignant tumors (4). Angiosarcomas are the most common type of sarcoma, followed by leiomyosarcomas and rhabdomyosarcomas (5).

The clinical manifestations of malignant cardiac tumors are nonspecific and vary from asymptomatic cardiac imaging findings to shock or sudden cardiac death. Symptoms depend on the cardiac structures involved and the biological characteristics of the tumor (6). Symptoms can be categorized in disturbance of hemodynamics, distal embolization, and constitutional symptoms. The size, site and growing pattern of the tumor determine the severity of hemodynamics compromise. If one of the valves and outflow tract are involved, congestive heart failure or syncope may occur. Distal embolization from the left atrium or ventricle may result in stroke, myocardial infarction, acute limb ischemia and/or abdominal organ infarction, while a mass in the right heart may result in pulmonary embolism.

With more and more experience being collected, there is consensus that radical resection of the tumor seems to be the best treatment option even though tumor recurrence cannot be totally avoided. Negative surgical margins status are important for survival after resection of the tumor.

Auto-transplant

It involves cardiac excision, ex-vivo tumor resection, cardiac reconstruction and reimplantation, providing the opportunity for resection of complex left-sided cardiac tumors. Benefits of this technique include improved accessibility and ability to perform radical tumor resection together with reliable cardiac reconstruction (7).

Heart transplant

Some of the tumors cannot be radically resected by conventional surgical procedures or auto-transplantation. The tumor size or the extent of infiltration can be relatively large in some patients (8). After resection of the tumor, it is impossible to reconstruct the heart’s structure or maintain its function. In this situation, heart transplantation seems to be an alternative method. Transplant in this clinical setting brings an ethical concerns regarding utilization of scarce resource of cardiac donation for treatment of potentially recurrent malignancy.

Total artificial heart

Experience with the application of total artificial heart in malignant cardiac tumors is scarce due both to the rarity
of the disease and low utilization rate of the total artificial heart in this kind of patients. In the published literature most of these patients recovered from surgery to some extent in the early postoperative period, but the rate of complications was high, mainly related to complications associated to postoperative anticoagulation, including mediastinal hematoma, pulmonary metastases, cerebral hemorrhage or liver failure, which determined an overall postoperative mortality of 57% (9,10). Anticoagulation is very important for patients with implantation of total artificial heart. Excess or deficiency of warfarin will result in hemorrhage or embolization respectively. The patients’ malignant state is very different from those who do not have malignant tumors and may alter the coagulation function; specific anticoagulation protocols might be needed to decrease the rate of complications and improve postoperative outcomes. The role of chemotherapy or radiation therapy is controversial. Some studies found that adjuvant or neo-adjuvant therapy have no effect on the treatment, but others showed the combination of surgery and adjuvant therapy is effective. As a mechanical device, total artificial heart is “immune” to chemotherapy or radiation-related toxicity, facilitating the goal of complete systemic tumor remission. Before and during the adjuvant therapy, one should pay close attention to the vital organ function and extracardiac metastases.

Most patients who presented with either inflow/outflow tract obstruction or impaired ventricular function had significant progression of symptoms, leading to urgent surgery. The total artificial heart has the additional advantage of immediate availability at implanting centers, in contrast to the delays that would be required for extensive work up and waiting period for heart transplantation. The SynCardia total artificial heart is currently the only FDA-approved total artificial heart. Several dependent studies from large registries showed that pre- and post-transplant survival and outcomes of the patients with total artificial heart did not have significant difference from that of the patients with other biventricular assist devices. Despite this, there are indeed some differences. The SynCardia total artificial heart suits the patients who have larger body size; the size criteria is cardiothoracic ratio >0.5, posterior sternum to anterior vertebral column distance >10 cm at T10, and body surface area >1.7 m². This body size limit restricts its application in smaller body patients such as women and adolescents. Since the SynCardia total artificial heart requires the presence of both native atria to achieve optimal implantation, patients with malignant cardiac tumors who need radical resection of atriums may not be candidates to this device. When reconstruction of the atrial structures becomes necessary, attention has to be given to the fact that the total artificial heart will exercise negative pressure. Therefore, reconstruction with rigid materials, reinforced with glues, may be needed to keep the inflow of the total artificial heart open. The primary goal of the resection of cardiac tumors is to obtain clean margins and therefore intraoperative frozen sections of resection margins is needed. Repair of the pulmonary artery beyond the bifurcation may be necessary. Under the premise of the similarity in survival and outcomes, the choice of the devices is dependent on overall cost, patient size, device-related complications and center experience. Another question yet to be answered is how long total artificial heart support can be extended, before the patient is considered a candidate for heart transplantation after tumor resection.

In conclusion, the SynCardia total artificial heart can represent an effective therapy for carefully selected patients presenting with malignant cardiac tumors, allowing total resection of the cardiac tumor, and facilitating adjuvant therapy. Careful anticoagulation management is critical to prevent development of postoperative complications.
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